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Inherited haemoglobin disorders

- Sickle-cell anaemia

- Chronic transfusions

- Match donor & patient blood
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THE PROBLEM



Sickle-cell anaemia is far more prevalent in sub-Saharan Africans.
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THE PROBLEM
Kato, Gregory J., et al. "Sickle cell disease." Nature 

Reviews Disease Primers 4 (2018): 18010.



Differences in (extended) blood type compositions between

ethnic groups.
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BLOOD TYPES
Reid, Marion E., Christine Lomas-Francis, and Martin L. Olsson. 

The blood group antigen factsbook. Academic press, 2012.

Howes, Rosalind E., et al. "The global distribution of the Duffy 

blood group." Nature communications 2 (2011): 266.

Relevant extended rare blood type differences:

- Duffy-neg (Fy(a-b-) → <1% Caucasian and 68% 

Blacks

- U-negative → 0.1% Caucasian and 1% Blacks.

However, these ethnic minorities and migrants are 

often underepresented as blood donors.

→ a qualitative shortage of blood
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INCREASING DIVERSITY

Anticipate on population changes.

Ideal situation→ blood types donor population mirrors patient population

Past interventions yielded mixed results
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EVIDENCE-BASED INTERVENTION DEVELOPMENT

Target: increase the proportion of (active) blood donors with sub-Saharan African ‘roots’.

~240.000

Sub-Saharan Africans
~143.000

African-Surinamese

~121.000

African-Caribbean
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EVIDENCE-BASED INTERVENTION DEVELOPMENT

Target: increase the proportion of (active) blood donors with sub-Saharan African ‘roots’.

1. Systematic 

literature 

review

2. Qualitative 

interviews 

target group
3. Organisation

analysis blood 

bank

4. Quantitative 

surveys target 

group

5. Intervention 

development
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EVIDENCE-BASED INTERVENTION DEVELOPMENT

Target: increase the proportion of (active) blood donors with sub-Saharan African ‘roots’.

1. Systematic 

literature 

review

2. Qualitative 

interviews 

target group
3. Organisation

analysis blood 

bank

4. Quantitative 

surveys target 

group

5. Intervention 

development

247 non-donors

53 (past) donors
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BARRIERS & MOTIVATORS

1. (Un)awareness

49% heard

of Dutch 

blood bank

Possible motivators:

- Knowing there is a shortage

- Receiving a request from the

blood bank

2. (Lack of) knowledge

28% feels

uncertain about

what happens

with the blood

Possible motivator:

- Receiving more information 

about the donation procedure
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BARRIERS & MOTIVATORS

4. (In)convenience/practicalities

44% Want 

convenient

opening 

times 37% Want 

time off from

work/school

5. Incentives

61% appreciates

test results for

infectious

diseases

35% Want to

make 

appointments via 

smartphone/ 

internet

3. Fears

34% Afraid of 

needles

32% Afraid of 

pain & 

discomfort

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=&url=https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/888000/emoticon_face_fear_screaming_smiley_icon&psig=AOvVaw3zsdLO45_B77svjrc0V3YY&ust=1543566029819184
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TARGETED MARKETING CAMPAIGN DEC. 2018 

Goal: Create awareness
Editor in chief 

Pearl Magazine: 

“ The readers read

the whole strip! ”

“I didn’t know our

blood was different”

“I didn’t know we 

could donate

blood here”

“I didn’t know

donating blood took

so little time”

“It’s not that I don’t

want to give blood, I 

just wasn’t aware it

was possible“
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DONOR RECRUITMENT & RETENTION 2019

Recruitment: 

• ‘Did you know?’ Campaign

• Partner Program : e.g. influencers/role models

who will be our partners and will recruit donors on 

behalf of Sanquin

• Guest colleges in public high schools in the big 

cities ( We only have public schools in the

Netherlands, which is great for diversity )

• Attending specific events where our target groups

come

Retention:

• Digitalization: all donors want a modern process

• Appreciations (e.g. reusable shopping bags, 

umbrella’s, USB-sticks)

• Donor Magazines: ( with Patient stories, Donor 

stories, facts etc. )
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Back-up Slides 



Translated Article
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Denischa is ill

Hi, my name is Denischa and I have 

sickle cell disease

Mother: My oldest daughter is 8 years

old, she is a gorgeous sweet girl who

loves dancing

I really love dancing. Me and my team 

have already won  a couple of prizes

Mother: When she is dancing with her 

friends she forgets everything. As a 

patient she is a completely different 

girl

That’s because I have to go to the

hospital and I miss all the fun stuff
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Denischa’s doctor: Denischa receives a blood transfusion every 

month. With a blood transfusion you give the patient the normal healthy 

red blood cells. These are in the form of a donut and not a sickle. We 

ensure that she has a mixed blood population, consisting of her own 

sickle cells and that of healthy donor blood cells.

Denischa: So I no longer suffer from my sickle cell disease.

Denischa:Thank you blood donors!

Mother: The results are amazing. You just see that she is a totally 

different child after a blood transfusion. Denischa has a lot more energy. 

She dances really well, wow! I see her revive completely.

I am very grateful for the gift from donors. Without them, my daughter 

would be at a very different stage of her illness.
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Quantitative data
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

I don't believe in the purpose of donating blood

Blood centers exaggerate the need of blood

I dislike the policy or organisation of the blood bank

I distrust the blood bank

I don't want to donate for people I don't know

My friends/family discourage me to donate

It is against my religion/beliefs

I would not want a transfusion myself

It is not important to donate blood

I am afraid of being treated badly

Often ineligible to donate blood

I think donating is bad for my health

I might contract a disease

I am afraid of seeing blood

Too time consuming

Afraid of losing too much blood

Scary or stressful

 I contribute enough to society in a different way

I don't feel healthy enough to donate

I don't know where to donate blood

I am uncertain of what happens with my donated blood

Afraid of medical errors

Afraid to feel dizzy or to faint

Afraid of pain and discomfort

Afraid of needles

No one ever asked me to donate blood

Total Dutch/European students (N= 111) Total African(N= 300)
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Receiving gifts

Childcare was available

My blood would stay inside my family

Receiving rewards

I knew who received my blood donation

Receiving foods

I could donate together with family/friends

I had more family members/friends who also donate

Receiving money

I received a request to donate from the blood bank

Make appointments via internet/smartphone

More convenient place

I knew what would happen with my donated blood

Time off from work or school

More convenient opening times

More information about the donation procedure

I knew there is a shortage of blood

Assurance that donating blood is safe

Receiving infectious disease test results

Total Dutch/European students (N=111) Total African (N= 300)



Barriers

Highly reported (above median = 

>15%)

Lowly reported (under median = 

<15%)
Strong relation with Intention to donate (p <.001) - Scary or stressfull -

Small/moderate association with intention to donate (p <.05 - >.001)

- I don’t feel healthy enough 

to donate

- Afraid of losing too much 

blood 

- I contribute enough to 

society in a different way

- I don’t believe in the purpose 

of donating blood

- I distrust the blood bank

- I dislike the policy or 

organisation of the blood bank

No association with intention to donate (p >.05)

- No one ever asked me to 

donate blood

- Afraid of needles

- Afraid of pain and 

discomfort

- Afraid to feel dizzy or to 

faint

- Afraid of medical errors

- I am uncertain of what 

happens with my donated 

blood

- I don’t know where to 

donate

- Too time consuming

- Afraid of seeing blood

- I might contract a disease

- I think donating is bad for my 

health

- Afraid of being treated badly

- It is not important to donate 

blood

- I would not want a transfusion 

myself

- It is against my 

religion/beliefs

- My friends/family discourage 

me to donate

- I don’t want to donate for 

people I don’t know

- Blood centers exaggerate the 

need of blood
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Motivators

Highly reported (above median = 

>35%)

Lowly reported (under median = 

<35%)

Strong relation with Intention to donate (p <.001)

- I knew there is a shortage.

- I received a request to 

donate

- More information about the 

procedure

- More convenient place

- Infectious disease test 

results

- App/internet

- Time off from work

- Gifts

- Rewards

- Food

- Childcare

- I could donate together with 

family

- I had more friends/family who 

donate

Small/moderate association with intention to donate (p <.05 - >.001)

- I knew what happens with 

blood

- Assurance that donating 

blood is safe

No association with intention to donate (p >.05)

- More convenient opening 

times

- My blood would stay inside my 

family

- I knew who received my blood 

donation

- Receiving money
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